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Risk and Ethics

 How are Risk and Ethics 
defined?

What are likely sources of 
risk/ethical problems?

 How are they related?
 How can you create a viable 

strategy that accounts for 
both?



Is Ethics an Industry Wide 
Problem?
• If so, why?



Is Ethics an Industry Wide 
Problem?
• Very personal 
• Extremely difficult to quantify 
• Is often “flexible” to an individual



Fundamental Truths about 
Behavior

• This is a people based 
industry

• It is all about long-term 
relationships

• Mutually meeting 
expectations is the key to 
long-term relationships 
(win/win)



Why Focus on Expectations?

‘Corporate Culture and 
Performance’ by John 
Kotter and James Heskett
(2005)

Revealed that businesses 
that focus obsessively on 
meeting the needs of 
customers:

 Revenues increase 4 
times faster

 Job creation is 7 times 
faster

Owner equity grows 
12 times faster

 Profit performance is 
750% higher



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• We generally have a 
problem when behavior
– Fails to differentiate 

between ‘can’ and ‘should’ 
(Technical)

– Is only about the minimum 
standard (Law)

– Is only about risk 
avoidance (Ethics)



Can We Legislate Ethics?



Efforts at Legislating Ethics

• Codes and regulations
• Licensing
• Codes of Ethics

– ASHRAE Code of Ethics



ASHRAE Code of Ethics

• Series of case studies
– Was this ethical behavior?
– Does the ASHRAE Code of Ethics address this 

situation?
– How would you apply the ASHRAE Code of Ethics 

to produce ethical behavior?

• Case Study #1 - Can we do something versus 
should we do something (technical problem)



Boundary of Risk and Ethics

• Case Study #1
• Was this ethical 

behavior?
• Does the ASHRAE Code 

of Ethics address this 
situation?

• How would you apply 
the ASHRAE Code of 
Ethics?



ASHRAE Code of Ethics

• Series of case studies
– Is this ethical behavior?
– Does the ASHRAE Code of Ethics address this 

situation?
– How would you apply the ASHRAE Code of Ethics 

to produce ethical behavior?

• Case Study #2 – Ethics as only a minimum 
standard (Legal problem)



Boundary of Risk and Ethics

• Bid Shopping
– What is it?
– Is it legal?
– What is wrong with it?

“I’m not out of this 
until the fat lady sings”



Boundary of Risk and Ethics

“Its just like buying a car. A guy like you, you 
probably buy a Jaguar. Well, you ask the dealer 
what they want for the car. They say $50,000. 
You know you will never pay that for the car.”

Developer/General Contractor
Tilt-up v. Star City Developers



Boundary of Risk and Ethics

• Case Study #2
• Is this ethical behavior?
• Does the ASHRAE Code 

of Ethics address this 
situation?

• How would you apply 
the ASHRAE Code of 
Ethics to produce 
ethical behavior?



ASHRAE Code of Ethics

• Series of case studies
– Is this ethical behavior?
– Does the ASHRAE Code of Ethics address this 

situation?
– How would you apply the ASHRAE Code of Ethics 

to produce ethical behavior?

• Case Study #3 – Behavior is only about risk 
avoidance (Ethical problem)



Documentation 

• Documentation 
could have 
prevented a claim

Werner Const. Vs. City of York, NE



Documentation



Documentation



Boundary of Risk and Ethics

• Gray areas 
– Religious/political 
– Safety Factor and design
– Overcharging on change orders



Boundary of Risk and Ethics



ASHRAE Code of Ethics

• Series of case studies
– Is this ethical behavior?
– Does the ASHRAE Code of Ethics address this 

situation?
– How would you apply the ASHRAE Code of Ethics 

to produce ethical behavior?

• Case Study #4 – Behavior is only about risk 
avoidance (Ethical problem)



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Does legislating ethics 
work?
– Laws and Codes 
– Licensure
– Codes of Ethics



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• How do you 
successfully 
navigate the 
risk/ethics boundary 
in our industry?
– Hire the right people
– Hire the right clients



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• What are some 
common strategies 
to hire the right 
person?



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Hire proven employees with a strong ethical 
track record

• Internships
• Promote/support strong, ethical decision 

making in your firm
• Others?



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Ethical decision making
– Accept the existing of a problem
– Attain the correct perspective
– Gather facts

• Separate fact from fiction
• Separate symptoms from problems
• Separate the person from the problem



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Ethical decision making (Con’t)
– Identify the type of problem

• Technical problem?
• Legal problem?
• Ethical problem?



Risk and Ethics Boundaries

• Ethical decision making (Con’t)
– Consider duty to self
– Consider duty to team
– Consider duty to public



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Ethical decision making (con’t)
– List alternatives

• Think outside the box
• TANSTAAFL

– Always look for the second right 
answer

– Make a decision!



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• How do you hire the 
right client?
– Creating viable 

strategies to account 
for both risk and 
ethics



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Risk management steps
– Identify risk
– Quantify risk
– Account for risk



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• Rules of risk 
management
– Don’t risk more than 

you can afford
– Don’t risk a lot for a 

little
– Know the odds



Risk and Ethical Boundaries

• How do you 
incorporate an ethical 
background in your 
risk management 
program?



Accounting for Risk and Ethics

• Go/No Go decision 
making procedure
– Unique to every firm
– Prior to the decision to 

compete
– Must be in writing
– On every project

• Why would you 
acquire this project?



Go/No Go Decision Making

• Step #1
– Identify the risks
– What are the big 

filter questions you 
should ask yourself 
after determining 
the client’s 
expectations?



Types of Risks

• Financial
• Operational
• Hazards
• Strategic

How not to set a boiler.



Financial Risks

• What are some of 
the financial risks 
that you would 
typically find on a 
project?



Operational Risks

• What are some of 
the operational 
risks that you 
would typically 
find on a project?



Environmental Risks

• What are some of 
the environmental 
risks that you would 
typically find on a 
project?



Strategic Risks

• What are some of 
the strategic risks 
that you would 
typically find on a 
project?



Risk

• If you are not focusing on profitable behavior:
– Acquiring and developing the best 

customers
– Generating long-term relationships
– Obsessively meeting client expectations
Risk management isn’t all that effective



Accounting for Risk and Ethics

• How do you identify 
risk in client 
behavior?



Ranking the Client



Go/No Go Decision Making

• Step #2
– Quantify the risks

• How do you quantify 
risks and behavior?



Examples

• Include 
client/AE/contractor 
behaviors

• Include all other 
reoccurring risks

• Assume the highest risk 
is equal to 5, the next 
highest, 4, etc.

• What is your range for 
acceptable risk?
– What is your RLH?


Answer Sheet



		Go/No-Go Matrix



		Category Inventory		Risk										Category Score

				High		Med. High		Average		Med. Low		Low				Category Weighted Percentage

		Financial Risk		5		4		3		2		1

		   Owner default

		   Subcontractor default

		   Cash flow

		   Cost recovery

		   Budget

		   Material escalation												0		0%

		   Inflation

		   Liquidated damages

		   Actual damages

		   Consequential damages

		   Surety/bonding

		   Change orders

		Total		0		0		0		0		0

		Strategic Risks		5		4		3		2		1

		   Reputation

		   Profit potential

		   Long-term relationships

		   Political considerations												0		0%

		   Customer satisfaction

		   Single project distraction

		   Constructability

		   LEED compliance

		Total		0		0		0		0		0

		Operational Risks		5		4		3		2		1

		   Schedule

		   Productivity

		   A/E performance

		   Defective documents

		   Codes & regulations

		   Subcontractor performance												0		0%

		   General Contractor performance

		   Change orders

		   System performance

		   Warranty

		   Bidding format

		   Site logistics

		Total		0		0		0		0		0

		Environment Risks		5		4		3		2		1

		   Bio-hazards

		   Hazardous materials

		   Business interuption

		   Substance abuse

		   Release of pollutants												0		0%

		   Insurance

		   Safety

		   Government regulations

		Total		0		0		0		0		0



		Total Project Risk Score												0



		Corporate RLH Value
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Examples

Source: Marketing Handbook for the Design and Construction Professional



Examples



Go/No Go Decision Making

• Step #3 - Accounting 
for the risk

• This is where risk and 
ethics intersect

• What strategies exist 
to account for the risk 
identified and 
quantified?



Accounting for Risk and Ethics

• Complete the loop
– Updated throughout 

the acquisition process
– Included in the 

Turnover Meeting
– Analyzed after the 

project is over to 
improve accuracy and 
project acquisition 
skills



Summary

• Develop a corporate 
strategy to account for 
risk and ethics

• Focus on behaviors 
that promote:
– Long-term relationships
– Meeting expectations
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